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New payment service launch with Euro Garages
PEIMF member HTEC, a leading developer
and supplier of point of sale, payment and
loyalty systems, is pleased to announce it
has commenced a roll-out with major new
customer Euro Garages Ltd (“EG Group”)
to provide Gempay 3 payment terminals
and payment processing services to 370
petrol forecourts in the UK.
EG Group is a leading petrol forecourt and
retail convenience operator who has
established partnerships with global
brands such as ESSO, BP, Shell, Carrefour,
Louis Delhaize, SPAR, Starbucks, Burger
King, KFC, Greggs and Subway. They
operate over 4,700 retail sites in Europe
and the USA.
The Gempay 3 is a market leading payment
terminal and supports a full range of debit,
credit and fuel cards including contactless,
Apple Pay, Google Pay, Samsung Pay and
loyalty programmes including Nectar,
Clubcard and Star Rewards. The latest
PCI-PTS 4 (Payment Card Industry – PIN
Transaction Security) compliance allows an
extended operating life to ensure excellent
return on investment for retailers.
In addition to the 540 payment terminals,
HTEC will provide EG Group with card
processing services through its payment
platform. Payment transaction volumes are
increasing rapidly and currently exceed 3
million per month.

Stephen Noon, Payments Director
of HTEC, commented:

Guy Bickerstaffe, EG Group Director of
Development, expressed:

“EG Group is an international force in the
forecourt and convenience retail market.
They have a well-deserved, global
reputation for innovation and extraordinary
standards of customer service and we are
delighted to have won our first major
contract with them. The Gempay 3
payment solution has been designed to
meet the very demanding requirements of
the forecourt and convenience sectors and
the continuing roll out shows how well it is
being received by major retailers.”

“We are always looking for robust,
best of breed systems to support our
expanding business. The Gempay 3
payment terminals and under-lying
payment platform are exactly what we
need to ensure, fast, efficient and secure
payment processing for our customers.
We are looking forward to partnering
with HTEC into the future.”

www.htec.co.uk

McDonalds’
big oil
takeaway
It’s a little known fact, but every time
you tuck into a McDonalds meal you are
actually helping to contribute towards
their environmental sustainability;
courtesy of an intelligent design
manufactured by Commercial Fuel
Solutions Ltd.
When each of the UK’s 1200+ McDonalds
restaurants receive a delivery, the vehicle
making the delivery uses a unique system
to collect the waste cooking oil from the
waste oil storage containers at the restaurant.
This waste product is then transported
back to the distribution centre where a
larger version of our collection system
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Each and every vehicle within the fleet is
powered by this biodiesel, which is a
product of the waste oil created from the
cooking process.

they designed and supplied the 24v
waste oil collection pumps in the UK and
their 200+ systems have now collected in
excess of 100 million litres of used
cooking oil, helping to significantly reduce
the environmental impact of the popular
fast food chain.

CFS ltd are now celebrating 10 years since

www.commercialfuelsolutions.co.uk

then extracts the waste oil and stores it
for onwards conversion into biodiesel.
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Gilbarco Veeder-Root ‘fully charged’
to deliver electric vehicle charging solutions to Europe’s forecourts
In October last year, Gilbarco Veeder-Root
announced a minority investment in
Tritium, a privately held EV charging
technology leader. This enables them to
meet progressive customer needs in the
face of the e-mobility revolution.
Martin Gafinowitz, Senior Vice President of
parent company Fortive, stated;
“Our partnership with Tritium is the logical
next step in our long history of evolving the
Gilbarco Veeder-Root business portfolio to
address progressive customer needs. This
investment provides early and judicious
entry into a market with a growing need for
rapid charging, which is one of the top
barriers to EV purchase."
Tritium is a fast-moving technology company,
specialising in the development and supply
of DC fast-charging solutions for electric
vehicles. Established in Australia in 2001,
it launched its first DC fast charger
(Veefil-RT) in 2014, and since then it has
become a leading global supplier, with
installations in 28 countries. In 2018, they
signed a deal with IONITY to develop 100
high-power charging sites across Europe,
sealing Tritium’s position as a European
market leader for DC high power EV
charging solutions. IONITY, headquartered in
Munich, is the joint venture of BMW Group,
Daimler AG, Ford Motor Company and the
Volkswagen Group with Audi and Porsche.
Eric Denivelle, e-mobility Business Director
for Gilbarco Veeder-Root Europe, speaking
of the industry’s positive reaction to the
new partnership stated;

"Petroleum retailers across Europe have
really welcomed our new partnership,
recognising the significant value in having
a trusted and experienced supplier in the
petroleum retail business partnering with a
leader in the EV charging technology domain.’’
Sales of the bestselling Veefil-RT 50kW DC
Fast Charger have got off to a strong start
in the first quarter of 2019, with orders
already placed from Italy, the Netherlands
and Saudi Arabia, with installations
beginning in March.
More sales are undoubtedly on the horizon,
with the Veefil-RT’s promotional season fully
kicking off in March. Gilbarco Veeder-Root
are confirmed to showcase the latest in EV
charging solutions at a host of events across
Europe – current schedule available below.

The advantages for owners of petrol
forecourts are clear. As the world’s smallest
footprint DC fast charger, the Veefil-RT is
easy and quick to install, even where space
is limited. Featuring patented liquid cooling
technology and IP65 protected electronics,
it is designed for optimal and long-lasting
performance with the lowest maintenance,
even in extreme conditions. The Veefil-RT,
with its award winning design also delivers
on kerb appeal, with a wealth of custom
branding options for seamless and stylish
integration into any forecourt.

Upcoming events in 2019
The Forecourt Show
Birmingham, UK
8-10 April
Tankstelle & Mittelstand (BFT)
Munster, Germany
8-9 May
UNITI Forum Tankstellentechnik
Bochum, Germany
24-25 September
APEA
Milton Keynes, UK
22 November 2019
For more information on e-mobility
solutions from Gilbarco Veeder-Root
please visit: www.gilbarco-emobility.com
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In the frame

TSG UK acquires Cameron Forecourt
Bringing two major players in their respective fields together

Our "target" in this edition of INSITE is Maja Stirrat. She
is European Sales Manager for Central, Eastern Europe,
UK & Ireland NUPI Industrie Italiane S.p.A.,
Maja, please tell us about your role
I’ve been working with NUPI as a sales
manager for 13 years.
I’m responsible for existing customers and
establishing new distributors and installers
across 20 different countries in Europe. I
travel a lot and my job involves establishing
new distributors, growing our product
portfolio, participating at trade events,
identifying market opportunities, working
with everyone: installers, architects, project
engineers, manufacturers, business
owners and oil companies.
How come you’re in the industry?
Quite by chance. When I finished university
I worked as office manager for a company
installing LPG stations. They needed
someone who spoke Bulgarian, English
and Serbian; perfect for me as I speak all
those languages. I learned a lot there
about the industry, translating technical
documentation. They started to install
equipment for petrol stations and I got to
know Nupi, an Italian company, another
perfect match since I am fluent in Italian.
Your career to date
I had a lot of jobs after studying Italian,
Bulgarian, English and French. I was a
language teacher at the Bulgarian
Embassy, a court translator, even had my
own language school. I got more interested
in business and achieved an MBA diploma
from London School of Commerce.

Cameron Forecourt Ltd’s specialisation
in commercial fuelling sectors including;
haulage, rail and aggregates, is a great
fit for TSG and complements their
dominant position in retail fuelling.
This creates a unique organisation,
with significant capabilities to serve the
fuelling demands of the UK.

I started my first job in the industry in
2002 and in 2006 joined NUPI.
Be honest - which role have you
enjoyed most?

Barry Jenner, former MD, is now Business
Development Director at Cameron Forecourt
and will focus on the smooth integration of
the two companies. He explains;

I do enjoy my current role as I get to work
with people from all levels of the industry.
Travelling a lot is not easy, but I do enjoy
meeting customers and working with them
to establish win-win relationships.
What do you feel have been your biggest
achievements (modesty allowed!)
It’s hard to say, because every time you
create a fruitful customer relationship, you
get a sense of achievement. 2018 has
definitely been the most successful year in
my career, with all markets showing
considerable growth (some booming
by 700%).
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
Ah, to foresee the future would be nice.
I grew up in the ‘90s in Serbia, a war torn
country in economic crisis with political
turmoil. My life experience has taught me
to be open minded, persistent, flexible and
hungry for knowledge.
I cannot pin point where I will be in
10 years time, but I enjoy learning new
things and strive to learn more about the
industry and apply my knowledge to benefit
my customers. As long as that continues,
I’d say the future is bright!

And in your spare time?
I enjoy woodland walks with my dog,
Charlie. I am passionate about animals
and Charlie and I participate in many
charity events.
A couple of years ago I discovered a love
for jogging, managing recently to complete
a half marathon. I am now training for a
full marathon.

“The opportunities under TSG’s ownership
are incredibly exciting. As a combined
company we have the opportunity to offer
new services and capabilities that are
currently unavailable to the commercial
fuelling market.”
TSG has a presence in 30 countries with
over 2,400 field engineers and around
40,000 fuelling sites under direct service.
Cameron Forecourt joins the established
TSG Fleet activity in the UK and brings its

wealth of expertise and experience to the
development of this key sector for TSG.
Steve Watts, TSG Sales Director, explains;
“TSG is known for its presence in retail
fuelling, however the company has been
working hard on penetrating the
commercial fuelling industry for some

considerable time and has developed
strong relationships with customers in
that part of the industry. The acquisition of
Cameron Forecourt secures the specialist
resources that we believe are required to
provide the services that the commercial
fuelling market deserves.”

What have been the most significant
changes you’ve seen in the industry?
The economic crisis in 2008 had the
consequence that many customers were
unable to hold product stock. It meant they
would need quick supply of products to
meet their deadlines.
To satisfy the need of our UK and Irish
customers, Nupi has established a stock
of our products, so we can supply very
quickly. We have recently moved that
stock near Birmingham to give us a more
central location.

New for Spring 2019

hand‐protection

Same brilliant dispenser
New eco‐friendly hand‐protection

What do you think the future holds,
and is NUPI preparing for it?
There is more and more development in
the electric vehicle market, but I think that
traditional fuels will be here for a number
of years. There is a diversity of fuels at the
pumps now and Nupi is approved for all
existing fuels currently on the market.
Nupi’s R & D continuously develop new
products, to suit various markets (quite a
challenge, as we currently install in nearly
150 markets around the world).
So finally, please share your
“my philosophy of life”
Never give up! Determination and
persistence is everything!
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in safe hands

18ATEX0328

info@griphero.com

+44 (0)1837 811035
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Bringing marina fuelling into
the 21st century
For nearly 35 years, Pumptronics have
supplied customers with high quality,
handmade fuel pumps. Built to order on
the Norfolk Broads, these versatile pumps
are made for heavy-duty environments
where volumes are larger, and accuracy
is key. Their work with various marine
applications has helped them make a
difference to a wide variety of customers.
Marinas, both coastal and inland, are
frequently embracing their ability to retail
fuel to generate profits and serve their
customers. Pwllheli Marina in Wales has
taken this a step further, commissioning
Phoenix Forecourt Services to design and
install a system with the Pumptronics pump
controller, the ARDIS, for daytime use. This
provides the shop with the ability to accept
and pre-set pump payments, plus an HTEC
outdoor payment terminal (OPT) for
unmanned out-of-hours sales. The flexibility
of the Pumptronics C-Series made the
dual-control system possible.
Others, such as Cowroast Marina in
Hertfordshire, have chosen to deploy an
entirely self-service system. Octane Group
were able to make this a reality, employing
an integrated HTEC payment terminal
paired with a C-Series Marine, configured
to accurately shut off the transaction.
This has allowed the marina to increase
revenues without the need for
24/7 staffing.
Surviving harsh environments
The Pumptronics C-Series Marine pump
has been designed to survive in harsh
environments; featuring a 316 marine
grade stainless steel cabinet to prevent
degradation and discolouration. Because
marina pumps use longer hoses (15-30m),
high-strength pumps and precise hose
dilation, compensation calculations are
required. These high-powered pumps
feature dual-solenoid valves that
completely shut off the flow to ensure that
only the authorised amounts are being
dispensed. All of this allows the range to be
MID certified for resale of fuel.
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Laurence O'Neill of A&G Group says;
“We love using the C-Series pumps, as
they're so versatile. Over the last 30 years
we’ve used all kinds of FMS. The fact that
Pumptronics has a range of protocols
available means they can work with all of
them, which makes it that much easier to
give our clients exactly what they need.”
Standard forecourt protocols tend to have a
maximum volume or transaction limit of
995. Volumes above this limit would
therefore require multiple transactions.
Pumptronics’ solution to this is their own
protocol, PP7 which has been developed
with a limit of 9950 and includes preset
and pre-pay functionality. This protocol
gives MID approved FMS and OPT providers
with a USP to dispense higher volumes in
the single transaction, allowing the filling
of trawlers, leisure cruisers, and everything
in between.
Wind farms
While Pumptronics pumps are well suited to
the retail market, they have also been
deployed in a range of commercial
environments. Several wind farm operators
have installed C-Series Marine pumps to

handle the high volume of fuel they need
on a routine basis. They have already seen
the benefits of deploying a fuel
management system; firstly, accurate fuel
reconciliation for what has been purchased
versus what has been dispensed and,
second, using averages to predict future
consumption for financial planning.
All Pumptronics fuel pumps are ATEX and
MID certified at or above MoD standards.
Even the Royal Marines have used the
C-Series Marine pumps to fuel patrol boats,
as have several naval yards. When high
performance equipment is required,
Pumptronics provide fast, accurate, and
reliable fuel dispensing.
Pumptronics pumps have become the
backbone of many marine fueling systems,
as installers appreciate their ability to
interface with almost any fuel management
system. Their certification to ATEX, MID and
OMIL standards allow them to be used in
almost any environment.
For pump enquiries contact the sales team
on 01692 500 640 or an authorised
Pumptronics distributor in the UK.

Need an SPA Petrol Safety Passport?

We run 2-day courses and
the 1-day renewals every week at our
centres near Manchester and Liverpool.
(We are also happy to train at your facility as well!)

(At our centres there is lots
of free parking and lunch/
refreshments are included.)

For a full course list, locations and prices go to: http://gsstraining.co.uk/course/petrol-training/
0161 926 9510

Contact us:

enquiries@gsstraining.co.uk

www.gsstraining.co.uk

www.pumptronics.co.uk
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A job with a view

PEIMF member, A& G Group share the joys of West Country life
One of the perks of covering Cornwall at
A&G, both for our own customers and
through subcontracting for others, is the
incredible scenery! With so many marinas
and harbours in the South West, we find
ourselves working with views like this
quite regularly, which are often enjoyed
during a lunch break on the beach.
Last year one of our customers, Heltor,
a local fuel company, bought the fuel
installation at Mevagissey Harbour.
Mevagissey is a traditional Cornish fishing
village on the South Coast, about five miles
south of St Austell. Its harbour is a working
fishing harbour with quaint narrow streets
leading down to it. Having worked with
Heltor for many years on their other sites,
they came to A&G to upgrade the fuel
equipment and rewire the site.
The electrical works were undertaken by
our lead electrician, who is CompEx
qualified, and it was also a great job to
show our apprentice electrician, who has
since put the job write-up in to his portfolio
to be assessed.
Working on a harbour or marina
Marinas require a few more considerations
than inland sites, not least because they
have to contend with exposure to the harsh
conditions and the need for equipment to
withstand that. In addition, you have the
issue of access for vans and delivery
tankers to the smaller sites, such as in
Mevagissey. There are also additional

health and safety implications when
working close to water, and having the
general public on site; especially with the
influx of holidaymakers in the summer
months.
Choosing the right equipment
We use Pumptronics C-Series pumps with
the correct coastal spec panels and
stainless steel pipework for applications
like this, and ensure the tanks are finished
with high grade paint.

At Mevagissey, we installed the
Pumptronics pump with stainless steel
motorised hose reel, keeping their existing
tank and fuel management system.
With the fuel control being managed
off-site, it was necessary to have wetstock
gauging in place. As the tank drawings
were unavailable, we first had to calculate
the tank dimensions, and then set-up the
gauge on the software.
With the changeover of staff managing
the fuel, our Technical Director, Laurence
trained the new team on the fuel
management software, and we continue
to support them through their maintenance
and support contract.
We will soon be adding the HTEC payment
terminal to allow the marina to operate a
24 hour service and accept credit and
debit cards, making it more efficient for
current users, and encouraging more
trade throughout the busy summer months
in Cornwall.

For installation, maintenance
or repair enquiries,
contact the A&G office on:
01579 344503.
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“turnkey solutions for your business”
• Services
• Tokheim Dispensers
• FM
• Tank Maintenance
• Construction
• Small Works
• Payment Solutions

• POS/BOS
• CCTV
• EV Charging Solutions
• Karcher Vehicle Valeting
• Tank Gauges
• Media
• Payment

+44 (0) 1162 437 476

Email: sales.uk@tokheimsolutions.uk
Visit: www.tsg-solutions.com/uk
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HydraPOD: The ideal payment
solution for marinas

Pumptronics dispensers are
Petrol and Diesel ATEX approved.
Do your pumps and fuel installations meet the new EU regulations?

PEIMF member HTEC share with us their expertise of working on marinas. Providing some of the world’s leading retailers
with EPOS, payment and loyalty solutions, whilst also being a leading provider of outdoor payment terminals (OPT),
they supply a range of industries, including marinas, airports, truck stops and petrol forecourts. HTEC fully understand
the issues facing the industry and so have carefully developed their own software solutions to enable businesses in the
industry to become more efficient and profitable.
Ensuring that your customers have 24/7
access to fuel transactions with a reliable
solution that can withstand the challenging
weather is key to any successful marina,
and HydraPOD is specifically designed to
meet these demands. This robust and
tamper-proof solution is a standalone
outdoor payment terminal with an intuitive
user interface; designed to both simplify
the fuel selling process and increase
checkout speed. HydraPOD offers your
customers user friendly, weather resistant
OPT’s that are available around the clock,
ensuring a convenient and easy fuel
transaction whilst increasing your fuel
sales. It seamlessly links to pumps and is a
tried and tested product used by some of
the UK’s most significant fuel retailers.

British Waterways Marinas Limited (BWML)
is the Inland Waterways largest marina
operator and a leading residential and
leisure mooring provider with 20 marinas
throughout the UK. BWML decided to
benefit from having HydraPOD installed
and integrated to their fuel pumps,
provided by Pumptronics. These reliable
pumps are built to the highest specification
from 316 marine grade stainless steel and
incorporate the latest technology available
including world-class hydraulics.

Unmanned sites
Most businesses are looking to reduce
overhead costs where possible, and by
utilising these innovative products you

Due to a recent EU Regulation all new diesel
dispensers now require ATEX Certification, along
with CE marking and relevant EC Declaration of
Conformity.
Pumptronics have been supplying the re-fuelling
industry for over 35 years and their C Series and
Zeon pumps meet with all the legislative
requirements.

could see significant savings. Through the
use of HydraPOD, BWML have been able to
convert to unmanned sites that are
available 24/7. This has resulted in a
substantial reduction in labour costs and
always guarantees customers service and
convenience, further increasing sales.

ALL NEW INSTALLATIONS MUST COMPLY
TO THE STRICT GUIDELINES.
Pumptronics pumps are manufactured from
stainless steel and can withstand the roughest
and toughest environments.

BWML were also seeking a solution for fuel
vending, which would encompass HMRC
requirements regarding fuel use
declaration, whilst enabling multi duty rate
vending. They decided to turn to HTEC to
help them not only solve the problem but
create business efficiencies; which they
believe to be game changing in the inland
waterways industry.

Telephone: 01692 500640
Fax : 01692 406710 email: sales@pumptronics.co.uk www.pumptronics.co.uk

For further details contact us now

Zeon Twin

Zeon Mono

Managing Director R.D. Grant says;
“The launch of the BWML fuel cards in
December 2017 has been greatly
embraced by in-house and external
customers alike. HTEC’s equipment is
currently used at 5 of our diesel vending
sites and we are reviewing extending the
HTEC facility to further BWML marinas.”
HTEC’s wealth of knowledge and
experience, paired alongside their
state-of-the-art products, is why they are so
recognised within the industry. HTEC fully
understand the demands and
requirements that this competitive market
exudes and have carefully designed their
solutions to help clients run their
businesses better, achieve efficiencies and
increase profitability.
For more information about HTEC
visit www.htec.co.uk or call
023 8068 9491.
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COMPLETE SOLUTION PROVIDER

Our service division offer a turnkey package of
services for supply, installation and ongoing
maintenance of your entire fuel installation or
individual elements:

Fuel Management Systems
Fuel Pumps
Tank Gauging
Fuel Tanks

CALL TODAY ON

0144 221 9733

to discuss how we
can help your business.

www.petrotec.uk
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Don’t let problems hit you out of the blue!
If you are considering the installation of a refuelling system
at your marina, there are a number things that you need
to be aware of. It is important to plan how you will handle
payment processing upfront, and to choose the right pumps
and systems for your needs. We talk to PEIMF member
Octane, to get some expert advice on the matter.
For many marinas, facilitating the
refuelling of vessels is key to
running a thriving business. It’s a
much sought-after service and can
increase demand for your marina
and your revenue streams.
Undertaking a project like this is, to
some extent, like any other
refuelling system installation; going
through the process from design to
operation. Apart from the fact, that
you’re surrounded by water!
Payment transaction handling
One of the most important things
to plan is how you’re going to
handle payment transactions.
For most marinas, they want
vessels to be able to access
refuelling 24 hours a day; without
the pumps needing to be manned.
They’ll also want to facilitate
instant payment at the terminal,
rather than invoicing later or
dealing with cash and manual
paper records.
Richard Sykes, Director at
Octane, said;
“Investing in a marina refuelling
system is considerable and you are
taking on a lot of risk. You need to
make sure it’s viable. This is where
integrated systems that are user
friendly, fast and secure make all
the difference.”
When choosing your fuel pumps
to facilitate unmanned refuelling,
you’ll therefore be looking at ones
with secure and reliable point of
sale systems – like HTEC. They
specialise in fuel forecourt solutions
with outdoor payment terminals
that are PCI DSS compliant.
You’ll also want added security
built in, so that the pump can’t
work unless your credit card
machine activates it.
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Richard also highlighted;
“A lot of people overlook the fact
that fuel management systems at
marinas need to be weights and
measured approved, because the
fuel is being re-sold.
This means both the hardware and
software has been approved by the
National Measurement and
Regulation Office for the UK
(NMRO) after extensive testing.
Which is why we recommend and
install Pumptronics”
Don’t end up in hot water…
Remember that your Marina
refuelling system’s proximity to the
water could cause corrosion and
faster wear and tear of the pumps,
particularly with sea water.
As a result, we’d definitely advise
upgrading pumps to marine spec
and carrying out more frequent
audits and inspections of
your equipment.
Richard says;
“You must remember that you are
the one responsible if there is a
fuel leak and you pollute the
surrounding water. You can be
prosecuted and fined by The
Environmental Agency. Upgrading
the spec of your pumps and
scheduling more frequent
maintenance checks and audits
can mitigate the risk of leaks
because of corroded equipment.”
If you would like more information
on marina refuelling systems, you
can contact Richard at Octane on
0113 2012 460
or visit www.octane.uk.com
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Delivering a point of difference
By Warren Peters, STA Technical
come to a grinding halt.
It’s this customer service
focus that clients comment upon.
It’s also about listening to the needs
of the engineers on the forecourt.
Having our ear to the ground resulted in
the development a successful pipe and
tank testing rig that is now one of our
best sellers.”
STA is also currently working for a client
of Gilbarco Veeder Root on an innovative
additive-dosing cabinet. Terry Everitt,
project manager at Gilbarco explains:

Working with petrol companies and
installers, STA Technical delivers
engineering innovation for its clients.
Playing an integral role in their supply
chain, managing director, Warren Peters,
explains for us:
“Increasingly we’re involved in bespoke
designs to support our clients’ projects,
whether that’s a new forecourt
development, marina refurbishment
or an industrial application.”
Project focus
Warren continues:
“Much of our work is developing bespoke
components, designed for a specific site or
location. This can be developing specialist
adapter plates or cradles, or our range of
stainless-steel fittings for the Ad Blue
environment, which includes manifolds,
mating flanges, gauge caps and risers.

“The cabinet STA is developing not only
makes installation of the system easier
but, more importantly, engineers out
safety issues during maintenance.
This is a perfect example of evolution
and not revolution.”
Off the shelf solutions
STA’s standardised pipe and tank
testing rig brings together key testing
equipment, ensuring the integrity of the
gauge. Its simple but effective design
was also recognised at last year’s APEA
awards, where it was a finalist in the
innovation category.
Warren continues:
“We trialled prototypes with clients, and
forecourt installers now confirm it’s a
gamechanger on-site. Whilst we haven’t

Marina matters
Warren again;
“With many marinas lacking in up-to-date
technology, this is a real of opportunity for
companies like us to explore further.
“Increasingly, small marinas are looking
to invest in their fuel management
operations and we’re working with
installers to develop bespoke stainlesssteel components including pump
frames, access platforms and pipe
support systems.

marketed the product,
word has spread across the
industry and over half our installer base
has purchased the kit and additional test
caps and plugs."
With capabilities to test six lines at once, a
sub-manifold enabling testing on each pipe
island, an ATEX approved digital gauge for
pipework testing, and everything housed in
a Peli waterproof casing, it easily
withstands the knocks of day-to-day use on
petrol forecourts (or in the back of a van!)
Darren Horspole, project manager at
Gilbarco Veeder Root adds:

“But we’re not just supplying to the smaller
operators. Working with Rotherham-based
Forecourt Installation Services, we’ve
recently supplied components to the
Port of Heysham, which serves routes
to both Ireland and the Isle of Man.”
Future confidence
Whilst the economy may be facing
uncertainty, Warren is confident about
STA’s plans going forward:
“For us it’s about trust and innovation. Our
clients trust us to do the best job possible.
We listen to their needs and then deliver
innovative engineering on time and at the
price quoted. It’s a simple business
strategy, but it’s working well for us.”

www.statechnical.com

"We’ve purchased four test rigs now and
our installers wouldn't be without them.
Conditions on-site are tough and any
products that make their life easier and
help them to do the best job possible are
products we are prepared to invest in. The
accuracy of kit also ensures that all
pipework is leak free, making it
consistently more reliable than any
analogue gauges on the market.”

“Almost twenty years’ experience in the
industry and being a small company
means we’re agile and can act to meet
clients’ needs. If it’s a new adapter plate or
a last minute OSF frame our ‘can do
attitude’ kicks in and we pull out all the
stops to make things happen.
“Attention to detail is also key. And that
includes the simple things such as
ensuring there’s a couple of extra nuts and
bolts with every adapter plate so if one
goes astray the whole process doesn’t

Introducing the industry’s premier training, certification, and resource
tool for installation professionals. FFS PRO: University is your go-to
source for installation safety education, best practices, and product
training. It’s about being safe. It’s about staying educated. It’s about
getting the job done right.

FFS_PRO_University_Ad_Half_Page.indd 1
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university.ffspro.com
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Keep on trucking!

Durapipe and
Berry’s team up

A collaboration between PEIMF members
Durapipe and Berry’s Technologies has
seen a complete fuel equipment solution
supplied for a new 6.5 acre development;
to construct Sutterton Service Station and
Truck Stop.
Once it’s completed in the Spring, the site
at Sutterton roundabout near Boston, will
comprise a 57-bay lorry park, with showers,
changing and catering facilities, service
station, as well as a Starbucks.
Due to the significant number of HGVs
passing through the truck stop, two
separate forecourts have been constructed;
plus a dedicated HGV forecourt with five
multi grade dispensers, offering diesel,
gasoil and AdBlue, with an additional car
forecourt providing four multi grade
dispensers. Due to the large volumes of
fuel required, a complex network of tanks,
equipment and pipework was required.
The complex project has seen five
60,000 litre fuel tanks installed within
underground bays, each fitted with a
Berry’s Atlas Mono Gen 2 Chamber, to
store the petrol, diesel and AdBlue fuels.
Greenfield project
Located on a greenfield site, minimising
risk to the environment was crucial to
the project. PLX, a purpose-designed fuel
conveyance pipework system, complete
with internal permeation barrier,
was utilised for all of the pipework
requirements, as a safe and reliable
option for fuel transfer.
To ensure complete protection for the
environment and the public, PLX secondary
contained pipework was installed,
with 10mm#125mm pipe in pipe installed
to transport petrol and diesel fuel from
the underground tanks to the dispensers.

What's on in

2019!
APRIL

30th to	CV Show
2nd May
NEC Birmingham
MAY
1st	The Scottish Forecourt Show
Larkhall
15th - 16th 	FPS Expo, Liverpool
22nd	David's birthday
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AdBlue specific
With such high volumes of AdBlue
required, a safe system was needed to
transport the fuel around the site; so the
client specified that equipment developed
specifically for AdBlue use should be
installed.
As a result, PLX Blue in size 32#40 was
utilised to transfer AdBlue from the
underground fuel tank to the dispensers,
with Berry’s Sump Master installed to
contain any potential spillages.
PLX dual contained pipework has also
been installed for the vent and suction
lines, in conjunction with Berry’s Fill
Master, Vent Master and Sump Master to
deliver a complete fuel transfer solution.

"It was important for the client to use
one supplier for all fuel transfer
equipment and we were able to provide
a complete system.
“There were additional challenges, with
restricted access to the site, and so we
worked closely with the contractors to
manage on-time deliveries to site. There
were also environmental concerns with
this project, so we needed to supply a
reliable and proven fuel transfer pipework
system, utilising PLX secondary contained
pipework as a safe solution.”

Commenting on the project, Stuart Jardine
from Berry’s said:

Durapipe PLX is a below ground pipework
product range specifically developed to fulfil
the application needs of the forecourt market.
The PLX range consists of both single wall
and secondary contained pipe and fittings
and is purpose-designed for the safe
transfer of liquid fuels and their vapours.

“This was a very complex project, with lots
of additional requirements to consider
compared with a standard forecourt.

For further information on PLX
please visit www.durapipe.co.uk
or call 01543 279909.

september

november

12th	Forecourt Trader Awards
London
19th	Forecourt & Fuel Roadshow
Westpoint Centre, Exeter
25th	PRA Business Breakout
Durham
October
3rd

PRA Business Breakout,
Newmarket

10th (tbc)

RMI Dinner, London

16th

Forecourt & Fuel Roadshow
Maldron Hotel, Belfast

30th 	PRA Business Breakout
Inverness

7th	PRA Business Breakout
	Swansea
14th	Forecourt & Fuel Roadshow
	Cedar Court Hotel, Wakefield
21st	APEALive
	Arena MK, Milton Keynes

27th to 28th November

PEIMF AGM &
'Working Together'
meeting Derbyshire
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Versatility and longevity
SMARTFLEX pipework ideal for fuel installations

With 47 years in business and, six factories around the world and multiple warehouses,
including one in the UK, Nupi Industrie Italiane S.p.A. are certainly experts when it comes
to making specialised HDPE pipes and fittings. Ideal for the transport of automotive and
aviation fuels, biofuels and hazardous liquids, Nupi is working 24/7 to supply nearly
150 markets, where Smartflex product is installed.

The Smartflex welding machine uses bar
code technology to identify the fitting, adjust
the welding time (according to the outside
temperature) and it’s all done at the push of
a button. With the latest multi-functional
welding unit, you can now use a mobile
phone app to weld the fittings.
Loss of welding data, multiple
product sheets?
Not any more; you can upload all the
welding data and site information directly
on the cloud.

Longevity
Most markets have now moved from
traditional steel piping to HDPE pipework,
aiding they steady growth of Smartflex over
a period of years. The reason is not just
easier and quicker installation, and the
possibility to monitor for leaks 24/7, but
also that the Smartflex pipework has a
warranty of 30 years and a design life of
50 years; therefore offering real value
to its customers.
Versatility
Thanks to the special barrier layer inside
the pipe, Smartflex is compatible with all
traditional fuels, but also with some recent
ones such as biodiesel, E10 and AdBlue.
Due to its flexibility and zero permeation
properties when transporting fuels,
Smartflex has been used in many different
applications; including service stations,
truck stops, marinas, heliports, even inside
buildings as diesel supply. They offer
a wide range of sizes from 1- 6 inches,
both in single and double wall version;
and its close fit design offers a wide range
of applications.
Need 1000 litres/min at the end
of the nozzle?
Not a problem. Smartflex 6 inch double
wall pipe made it possible in one of the
biggest marinas in Mediterranean.
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Smartflex is compatible with seawater and
due to its flexibility is an ideal solution in a
moving environment.
Pipework of the future is here
But it is not just the latest thermoplastic
materials that make Smartflex so versatile,
with longevity; it’s the way it’s installed.
Smartflex pipes are connected using
electro fusion; a process that heats the
copper wire inside the fittings, melting
the material and joining pipe and fitting
together; making it completely tight and
very durable.

Need a list of all your installers and sites?
Smartflex offers our own ITS (Interactive
Tracking System) where you can safely
store your information and have it
accessible at any time. This is extremely
useful if you have different teams working
at different locations and need to
have the same source of information, or
when you need to find out which team
member requires his installation
certificate renewed.

Now part of the Tokheim Services Group

For more information on Smartflex on any
other Nupi product, please contact
07736 751161, maja.stirrat@nupinet.com
or visit www.nupiindustrieitaliane.com

The single source fleet solution for:
High accuracy tank gauging systems

Below & above ground fuel storage tanks

Pumps for diesel, gas-oil, petrol,
adblue and oil

New generation Internet-based fuel
management systems

Project management & complete
installation services

Nationwide engineer network delivering
services & maintenance

For more information call

01226 742441

Email: sales@cameronforecourt.co.uk Visit our website www.cameronforecourt.co.uk

Buy our products online at

www.fuellingequipmentshop.co.uk

Latest news at www.fuellingmatters.co.uk # F U E L L I N G F O R W A R D
Cameron Forecourt Limited Chambers Road, Platts Common Industrial Estate, Hoyland, Barnsley, S74 9SE
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Russian installation team adopts KPS piping
Project Overview
Russian KPS installer VSE DLA AZS has
upgraded from using heavy outdated steel
pipework in installations to using long
lasting KPS conductive plastic pipe.
Problem
The customer, who traditionally installed
heavy, labour intensive steel pipes across
sites in Russia, were looking to upgrade to
the now industry standard of plastic,
conductive piping for future installations.
The steel piping was challenging to install
due to its weight and the pipe also begins
to rust over time.

feel the difference

ZVA Slimline 2 + ZVA Slimline 2 Gr

KPS conductive plastic pipe is
favoured by Russian installer

The customer now has a longlasting KPS solution that will
continue to perform year after year

Solution

Results

KPS provided theoretical and practical
training for the VSE DLA AZS installation
team before the project started, to ensure
they felt confident when installing a new
product and so that it was done correctly.
The customer has now upgraded to a
lightweight new easy install plastic piping.

This is a long-lasting solution that will
continue to perform year after year,
the theoretical and practical training
provided by KPS enabled a confident
quality installation to be carried out by
the VSE DLA AZS team.

http://configurator.elaflex.de
Now for all Elaflex nozzles!

Theoretical and practical training was provided by KPS
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Training enabled a confident quality installation

elAfleX hiBY tanktechnik Gmbh & co. KG
Schnackenburgallee 121
22525 hamburg / Germany

elAfleX ltd.
riverside house, Plumpton road
hoddesdon, herts en11 OPA, U.K.

Phone
fax
e-mail
internet

Phone
fax
e-mail
internet

+49 (040) 540 00 50
+49 (040) 540 00 567
info@elaflex.de
www.elaflex.de

+44 (0) 1992 /45 29 50
+44 (0) 1992 /45 29 11
sales@elaflex.co.uk
www.elaflex.co.uk
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PEIMF in Scotland

PEIMF in Scotland

FUELlink Systems lands major contracts
on the back of VINIE launch
FUELlink Systems are the largest provider of innovative commercial
fuelling equipment and fuel management systems in Scotland. Their
customers include half of the nation’s local authorities, in addition to
some of the largest haulier operators and passenger transport services.
Following on from the successful launch
of VINIE in 2016 at the Euro Bus Expo,
FUELlink Systems has secured additional
UK wide contracts; continuing the
company’s growth.
Bluetooth enabled
VINIE is a Bluetooth enabled transmitter
that provides automatic vehicle
identification at the point of fuelling.
Additionally, vehicles fitted with a VINIE
CAN/ECU interface automatically transmit
the vehicle’s odometer and fuel tank level
to the fuel management system. This
speeds up the fuelling process and
removes the risk of incorrect data being
manually entered during fuelling, thereby
eliminating the hours associated with
correcting odometer readings and vehicle
details. The company’s customer feedback
analysis has indicated that fuelling times
can be reduced by up to 60 seconds
per transaction.
A wide range of companies take advantage
of VINIE’s accurate data transfer; from bus
operators and hauliers through to suppliers
and state agencies. These include
Nottingham City Transport, Lothian Buses,
Gordon Leslie Group, Pilgrim Foodservice
(installed by Fuel Storage Solutions)

uses modern encrypted communications
to provide live data within seconds. Fuel
transactions are available via an online
fuel management portal, ‘FUELtran’, which
is accessible on an internet-enabled tablet,
phone, laptop or desktop computer.

and The Office of Public Works in Ireland
(installed by Permark Pumps).
Since the launch of VINIE, FUELlink
Systems have successfully won tenders
to supply fuelling solutions for several local
authorities including: Aberdeenshire
Council, Aberdeen City Council, East
Lothian Council, Falkirk Council, North
Lanarkshire Council, West Lothian
Council and Comhairle nan Eilean Siar.
As of spring 2019, the company will be
the appointed fuel management provider
for Police Scotland.
The FUELlink range
FUELlink Systems supply a
complete range of
commercial fuelling
equipment including: fuel
tanks, fuel pumps, fuel
management systems,
pipework, diesel exhaust fluid
(AdBlue™) equipment and all
accompanying ancillary
equipment. Their service
department provides fuelling
solution service and support
for the entire UK, including
fuel management and pump
maintenance contracts.
The FUELlink ST is an
Internet-based fuel
management system that
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Innovative features include live fuelling
screens, which allow up to the second
transaction viewing. They are conveniently
colour coded for rapid identification of any
issues during fuelling.
Their non-spill fuelling solution, Optimum
FS, ensures a spill-free fill every time. It
consists of a nozzle and a combined
receiver with float. The nozzle will only fuel
when used in conjunction with the receiver.
This ensures no spillages and eliminates
fuel theft. The receiver is fitted to the
vehicle and provides a dry break coupling
with the nozzle that prevents fuel spillage.
The received includes a float device that is
fitted inside the tank. During fuelling, this
float reduces diesel foaming by creating a
lateral spray instead of the standard jet.
When the tank is full, the float closes and
the nozzle automatically shuts off.
Their most recent product is a mobile
emergency fuelling facility. This was
developed after requests from local
authorities and bus companies who
wanted a quick and easy way to dispense
fuel in the event of a loss of electrical
power without incurring the expense of
standby generators at each site. The unit
consists of a combined fuel pump and
generator that allows quick and
controllable access to fuel in the event of
loss of power.
For more information on FUELlink Systems
Ltd and their commercial fuelling range:
01698 841 888 • sales@fuellinksystems.com
www.fuellinksystems.com

Tank cleaning, removal & installation
Whitelaws Coaches, a family firm in Stonehouse, South Lanarkshire,
made the decision to upgrade and replace their fuel storage tank.
For such an important investment with considerable implications,
Merkland Tank were engaged as project managers with the goal to
help refine the operational requirements.
They began the process of draining and removing the old fuel storage
tank from site. During this process, the existing tank manways were
opened up and re-usable fuel was removed. Our fully trained staff
removed any sullage by pressure washing the internal of the tank, then
the redundant tank was disposed of in the appropriate manner in line
with current legislation.
The next step was to install a temporary 17,000L fuel storage tank,
to be used in transition while the old fuel storage tank was drained
and removed from the existing bund installation. This was a crucial
step as Whitelaws required operations to run as normal.
The existing brick bund wall was removed and the plinth area was
tidied up to allow the replacement tank to be placed and connected
up to the existing pipework.
Being chosen as a preferred supplier for the new storage tank,
Merkland Tank delivered a complete turn key replacement and
we feel that an important trusting relationship has been built
with Whitelaws.
The project was also featured on:
www.fuelmanagement.co.uk • www.merklandtank.co.uk

Additional Scottish PEIMF members
• D&S Forecourt Services
• Industrial Services
• The Blake Group
Full details in our members’
directory on pages 48-50
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New fuel system installation from FIS
The brief
Pilgrim Foodservice required a bulk diesel
and AdBlue storage solution with separate
twin station fuelling lanes. They operated
a 36,000 litre diesel fuel station with a
2,500 AdBlue tank. Their objective was to
increase bulk storage capacity to dispense
diesel and AdBlue more efficiently, reducing
the frequency of their fills; whilst at the
same time streamlining the efficiency of
the nightly refuelling of their fleet, as the
drivers returned to the warehouse.

thus reducing harmful Nitrogen Oxide
(NOx) emissions, reducing the impact on
the environment.

Tank supply

FIS installation

Pilgrim had previously used Tuffa UK to
manufacture steel fuel tanks. They
subsequently commissioned them to
produce an 80,000-litre steel holding tank,
together with a 10,000-litre plastic
AdBlue tank.

The fuel system was designed, installed
and commissioned by FIS ltd, utilising a
KPS secondary contained pipe system for
diesel/gas oil and Durapipe PLX Blue for
the AdBlue. This was all monitored by a
class one overpressure leak detection
system with OLE tank gauging equipment.
In addition to the Tuffa above ground
tanks, the installation featured six Hytek
Alpha dispensers controlled by a FUELlink
ST management system.

The bespoke steel diesel tank was
designed to their specific requirements.
It featured a secure fill cabinet with roller
shutter door, 3" fill connection with 2"
gauge. A 600mm manway inspection was
built into the top of the tank which was
also supplied with overfill valve and high/
low overfill valve.
The 10,000 litre AdBlue tank was rotomoulded in Medium Density Polyethalene
(MDPE). It features a 2" TODO type fill
coupling with a screened vent and sub
pump terminating in a lockable cabinet
complete with "Y" filter and 240v ball valve.
The AdBlue tank's increased capacity was
specified to enable Pilgrim Foodservices
to upgrade their fleet, replacing older
diesel vehicles with newer Adblue models,
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The AdBlue tank was in blue plastic, with
the steel diesel tank also sprayed blue to
tone in and blend into the skyline. Both
tanks were bunded with the outer bund at
117% of the inner tank capacity to prevent
overfill and maximise secondary
containment to help protect the local
environment from spills.

The existing 36,000 litre diesel tank was
retained and converted to gas oil to feed
our new installation, following a tank clean.

Fuel management system
This high-tech installation incorporates a
state of art VINIE fuel management system.
VINIE is the first of its kind allowing automatic
vehicle identification, odometer transfer
and vehicle fuel tank levels to be integrated
with the onsite fuel management system
(FMS). Using blue tooth technology, VINIE
connects directly to the vehicle, enabling
the fleet management team to accurately

transfer vehicle identification, odometer
data and fuel tank levels into the fuel
management system.
The odometer and fuel tank levels come
directly from the CAN to ensure accurate
readings. VINIE is a versatile system
offering different variation and mounting
options, this gives the customer an
alternative that best suits their fleet.
Our customer gave us the task of designing
a state-of-the-art commercial refuelling
facility to cater for the diesel, gas oil and
AdBlue requirements of the clients
ever growing fleet of 60 light and heavy
goods vehicles.
www.forecourtinstallationservices.co.uk
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Tank management from TSG
TSG’s exclusive partnerships with
Fenotec and ProGauge provide the
UK fuel retail industry with safe, fast,
cost-effective solutions, with minimal
disruption to your site:

Fuel and tank servicing company, Craggs
Environmental, have purchased the
Warrington based fuel systems division of
Clovemead. The acquisition, which sees the
transfer of key personnel and equipment,
further enhances Craggs Environmental’s
ability to provide UK wide services to
businesses, residences and public sector
organisations who store red diesel, white
diesel, kerosene and other fuels.

Tank Lining
TSG’s strategic partnership with Fenotec
introduces a pioneering tank solution for
the UK. Using a patented mounting system,
the durable leak protection lining solution
can be installed in just a few days,
providing years of protection to
underground tank units. Unlike traditional
GRP lining, the Bladder Lining can be
removed and reinstalled with the least
amount of downtime and impact on your
business, throughout its lifespan.
It is suited to situations where a tank leak
has occurred, if an alternative new fuel is
to be loaded, or if coating the tank is not
an option due to high levels of internal
corrosion. The solution reduces costs,
increases safety and provides long-term
environmental protection for your forecourt.
KEY BENEFITS
• Cost savings: the tank lining solution
reduces labour and material costs by up
to 75% compared to tank replacement,
and by up to 35% compared to an epoxy
liner system.
• Reduced site downtime: the tank lining
solution takes just a few days to
complete.
• Future proof: the liner gives old tanks
new capabilities, equipping them to
handle a variety of fuel types and
biofuels in the future.
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Craggs Environmental purchase
Clovemead fuel systems
The newly combined Craggs Environmental
and Clovemead fuel systems management
and operations team

Craggs Environmental Managing Director
Richard Wallace said;

• Environmental compliance: the tank liner
is made of high-quality materials that
comply with current regulations for a
long-lasting life.
• Improved safety: the process is
unmanned with no need for personnel to
enter the tank, reducing the health and
safety implications.
• Class 1 Vacuum Monitoring System
• EU quality certified EN 13160-7
Tank Calibration
TSG’s 3D Laser Scan automatic tank
calibration service, from ProGauge, produces
a detailed representation of the inside of
any tanks, for perfect calibration and accurate
reconciliation. An industry-leading solution,
it uses state-of-the-art technology to
accurately and quickly determine the exact
volume of liquid in fuel tanks, producing a

detailed representation of the inside
of any underground tank.
Advantages
•A
 utomatic accurate metrological
strapping table creation
• L aser points cloud technology
•H
 igh-speed scanning
•S
 afe ATEX; no need to de-gas the tank
•E
 asy to manage and set up
•E
 nvironmentally friendly, with no need
to use fuels or other liquids to perform
calibration
•S
 uitable for use with any
underground tank
•O
 IML R71 approved

“It’s a really important acquisition for
Craggs Environmental, as we have worked
in partnership with Clovemead fuel
systems for many years. This acquisition
allows us to significantly expand our
footprint and our skills base”.
A key member of the Clovemead fuel
services team; Operations Director Paul
Rava said;
“Craggs Environmental have been great
partners over the years and we’re excited
to join their team. The combined skills

of the two companies will present
greater opportunities and enhance the
overall offer.”
Craggs Environmental are based in West
Yorkshire and provide fuel testing, fuel cleaning,

emergency spill response and a wide range
of tank services across the whole UK.
Recently they became UK Spill Accredited
for its 24/7 spill response services.
www.craggsenvironmental.co.uk

To find out more about TSG’s Tank
Management services and products
call 01162 437 476 or visit
www.tsg-solutions.com/uk
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Ancorra’s top 10 tank cleans
Top of the Pops may have disappeared years ago,
but with over 200 years’ experience in tank cleaning,
the team at Ancorra Environmental have compiled their
‘Top Ten’ memorable and unusual tank cleaning experiences.
Tony Mitchell : A transport company had fly
ash stuck on its tanker. Fly ash is a coal
combustion product, composed of the
particulates driven out of coal-fired boilers.
The ash had got damp in the tanker; not
very good news. We saved the day! Using a
heavy duty DISAB tanker, and fully trained
operatives, for man entry in the tank to
manually remove the residue.

At 9. Basement tanks
Jennie Riding : I would love to go back, to
when people thought that putting oil tanks
in basements was a good idea (often
bricking them up to provide a bund). From
a health and safety point of view there is so
much to consider; from the escape and
rescue implications of working in such a
hard to reach area, to the manual handling
of the demolition material, which has to be
physically removed. Our management
systems, accredited by the BSI for 9001,
14001 and 18001, help us to control risks,
but elimination is always my preferred
method wherever possible. Having the
in-house ability to foam fill redundant tanks
can provide an easier and cheaper
solution, which we recommend whenever it
is appropriate for the desired outcome of
the job.

At 8. Going the extra mile
Janet Garland : Ancorra prides itself on
customer service, but sometimes we have
to (quite literally) go the extra mile for our
customers. We have not only completed
jobs within reach of John O’Groats and
Land’s End and everywhere in between,
but also have regularly travelled to the Isle
of Mann, Jersey, Guernsey and the Outer
Hebrides. Such is our commitment to
servicing our customers, that we now have
a base in Dublin; so that we can effectively
cover Northern Ireland and the Republic of
Ireland too.

At 7. Paint Spray Booths never say ‘No’
Tony Mitchell : Entering a paint spray booth
can feel like entering the film set of a
horror movie. Often they are very large,
dark enclosed rooms with a thick coating
of paint on the walls and thick sludge to
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trudge through. Paint
stalactites hang from the
ceilings, casting strange
shadows from the work
lights. We are often
called in when the
manufacturer’s usual
contractor refuses (or
fails) to clean a
contaminated booth.
This often leads to
other jobs.

And at number 1 - pick of the pops!
The highest standards

Trevor Evans : I often wonder if we can
claim to have conducted the highest
altitude tank clean in the UK! Having
completed a job at the top of Snowdon,
1085 metres above sea level. The café
was changing its heating systems and so
required the old oil tank to be cleaned
and removed. We pride ourselves on
punctuality (especially important on this
job as our team had to report at 8am
to catch the train to the summit).
The view from the top was recently
voted ‘Best View in Britain’ but it was
all in a day’s work for the team at Ancorra.

At 6. Brewer’s drop
Andy Booth : In a certain
brewery, entry to the
tank calls for the
operatives to be lowered
in and suspended on a
‘Bosun’s chair.’ This calls
for a rigorous risk
assessment and method
statement process,
including a double
winch system and a
professional with a head
for heights. Residue was
removed off the tank
walls, and a food-grade standard
disinfectant applied to all surfaces.
The customer re-booked us for the next
periodic clean.

At 5. Good chemistry
Neil Riding : The majority of our tank
cleaning work involves fuel, oils or inert
materials, however we have the experience
and capability to handle much more
complex tank cleans. A recent clean at a
chemical manufacturer involved two tanks;
one had contained water reactives and the
other a strong hydrochloric acid. Protecting
our staff and controlling the clean to
prevent any adverse reaction, is
imperative. Once we worked on a cyanide
tank and had to ensure that the antidote
(amyl nitrate) was available for immediate
use in the event of an emergency. For
these type of cleans we always use our
most experienced operatives, with younger
team members also there, so that the
expertise is passed on.

Simon Palmer : Heavy Fuel Oil (HFO) is solid
at ambient air temperature and is very
difficult and costly to remove and dispose
of. We utilise a steam boiler to heat the oil,
making it pumpable for transfer on to a
heated barrel. The oil can then be taken
for processing and recovery. This option
provides considerable savings for our
customers. The last HFO tank job we did
was on an abandoned site so we had to be
fully self-sufficient, bringing our own power
and water supplies to facilitate the job.

www.ancorraenvironmental.co.uk

At 4. When disaster strikes

Steve Davies : The memory of working at
Buncefield, following the explosion and
subsequent fire 13 years ago, will always
be fresh in my memory. I was called in as a
tank cleaning subcontractor. It was the fifth
largest oil products storage facility in the
UK, and the first explosion measured 2.4
on the Richter scale. I had never seen
anything like it before and hope never to
again. Having such experiences is a
reminder of the potentially hazardous
nature of the industry, and the importance
of good compliance to mitigate against
any risks.

At 3. Tank clean fit for a
(future) King

Christopher Evans : Usually cleaning
aviation fuel tanks is nothing unusual.
Doing so on an RAF airbase, with fighter
jets landing and taking off, makes for a
pretty unusual working environment. The
fact that Prince William was undertaking
his helicopter training there at the time just
nudged it into the totally bizarre!

Jackaman Ins Services provides insurance solutions
for an entire spectrum of commercial clients.
Our Haztrade Select Team pride themselves on providing
versatile and specialist insurance products for the
petrochemical industry and connected businesses.
With over 40 years’ experience in the insurance industry
Jackaman Ins Services has an extensive knowledge of the
Hazardous Trade sector and can arrange targeted policies
to suit your needs.
As a team we can secure competitive premium levels and
have access to exclusive insurers with specialist package
arrangements to make sure that you get the precise
professional service that you deserve.
Jackaman Ins Services is authorised and regulated by the
Finance Conduct Authority.

• Tank Gauges
• Tank Alarms
• Level Controllers
• Web Monitors

O.L.E. (uk ) ltd

At 10. Time to fly

At 2. Under pressure

Extra 10% OFF when you
mention “10 IN-SPRING”
204 Parrock Street, Gravesend, Kent DA12 1EW
Email: sales@jackamaninsurance.co.uk
Tel: 01474 557427 • www.jackamaninsurance.co.uk

sales@oleuk.com
T +44 (0) 1243 267 930
www.oleuk.com
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Meeting the demands of today AND
preparing for the future
Modular above ground units
from Ledbury Welding
PEIMF member Ledbury Welding &
Engineering Ltd (LWE) are a leading
manufacturer of high quality above ground
bunded fuel storage tanks for diesel,
petrol, oil and other highly inflammable
products.
Founded in 1969, originally producing
domestic oil tanks, the company has
rapidly evolved and today is widely viewed
as one of Europe's leading players in every
aspect of fuel storage.
All LWE bunded above ground fuel storage
tanks are manufactured from high quality
mild steel and fitted with only premium
ancillary equipment; resulting in a
serviceable life in excess of 30 years (with
regular maintenance). We have a capacity
range up to 200,000 litres (diesel) with
‘Supreme’, ‘Premium’ & ‘Standard’
versions; each varying in specification to
suit all conditions. In addition, the high end
‘Supreme’ model can be modified to store
Bio-diesel up to 100,000 litres capacity.
LWE have also developed a bunded
AdBlue® storage tank, which is either
‘stand alone’ or contained within a common
bund alongside diesel. Lube oil tanks are
also available; individually bunded or part of
a compartmented diesel installation.
Walkways, access ladders/stairs, pump
cabinets are also available as are special
paint finishes to complete the installation.
Full turnkey package
Since pioneering the Totally Enclosed
concept for above ground diesel storage,
the scope and scale of the LWE's services
has expanded year-on-year, generating
substantial new and repeat business.
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Due to customer demand, we have
developed a team of experienced
engineers, which allow us to provide the
full turnkey package. These services
include; Installation works, tank
decommissioning, tank refurbishment,
environmental site audits (PPG2) and a
wide range of bunded tanks for hire.
Since first providing the ‘Supervault’ above
ground, bulk storage tanks for our first
petrol filling station, we have continued to
develop and improve this concept; to
provide more cost-effective and flexible
solutions. Petrol storage above ground has
become more and more commonplace, as
environmentally sensitive regions are
discouraged (if not prevented) from using
below ground tanks. There are now many
of these sites, with the original designs and
concepts having been fully operationally
tested; the sites being found to be both
durable and reliable.

Changes for the future
Our industry is facing many challenges. It
has been the common held belief, that
petrol and diesel would be the only viable
vehicle fuelling provision, for as long as our
oil reserves hold out. This is no longer the
case. The creation of alternative fuels, as
well as the development of new methods
of vehicle propulsion, has dictated that to
survive and prosper the car industry must
follow government policy, by delivering new
production models for the mass market.
Having considered this, we believe that the
PFS of the future will change significantly,
and there will be a need to provide flexible,
adaptable and cost-effective solutions. With
this in mind, we have developed – working
with strategic partners - our Above Ground
Modular Units. These come in multiple sizes
up to 100,000 litres in a single unit.
Looking at the future as an industry, are we
able to confidently predict that the current
blueprint for PFS design will meet the needs
of the customers in the medium to long term?
Continuing to follow this model may result in
fixed, inflexible installations; where the cost
of change or decommissioning may not be
30 years +, but in the region of 20 years.
Should this be the case, then the solution is
a design that not only meets the need of
today’s marketplace, but also has the
flexibility to change, adapt and incorporate
the need of vehicle propulsion / energy for
the future.
We believe that our Modular Above Ground
Units do this. Meeting the needs of
motorists and their developing needs for
petrol, diesel, EV and alternative fuels by
giving the customer a Vehicle Energy Hub.
www.lweltd.co.uk

forecourt storage and solutions
The UK’s leading manufacturer of

Underground double
skinned fuel storage tanks
Trusted supplier to the industries oil companies,
supermarket retailers, independent / dealer operated
and motorway petrol filling stations.
Wefco tanks are constructed to the highest quality utilising
sophisticated semi-automated production line technology.
Professional painting and coating facilities and factory fitting
of components are all expertly controlled in-house.
Wefco (Gainsborough) Ltd.
Britannia Works, Station Approach, Gainsborough. Lincolnshire. DN21 2AU
Tel: 01427 611000 Enq: sales@wefco.co.uk Web: www.wefco.co.uk
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Cookson & Zinn : tanks for all applications
Hadleigh-based Cookson & Zinn (PTL)
Limited have been building tanks in
rural Suffolk for nearly 60 years, and are
experts in the design and manufacture
of all types of above and below ground
storage tanks and vessels; suitable for a
wide variety of commercial, industrial and
retail fuel outlet applications. Capacities
from 5,000 to 250,000 litres are
available, depending upon configuration,
and can be produced in either carbon or
stainless steel materials.
Capacities at the larger end of build
capabilities are particularly suited for
use on fuel distribution and bulk storage
depots, whether horizontal or vertically
configured tanks. These can be
manufactured as single skin or integrally
bunded units, and have the versatility
to satisfy the most demanding
client/site requirements.
As we see a stabilisation in the demand for
underground storage tanks due to retail
site rationalisation, the demand for their
extensive range of above ground tanks has
increased dramatically. This is particularly
relevant for the cylindrical configuration.
Where their highly efficient semi-automated
production process enables them to build
tanks which are not only extremely cost
effective, but can offer significant
operational and in-service advantages
compared to traditional rectangular tanks.
The popular, 110% integrally bunded
FuelBank horizontal tank with its integral
security cabinet for pumps, ancillary
equipment and instrumentation, continues
to gain popularity with fleet and vehicle
operators of all sizes. It is re-enforcing the

trend towards the
cylindrical
configuration,
where there is an
increasing
demand for tanks
to be internally
lined with epoxy
material to
combat and
mitigate against
some of the
effects of bio-fuels. Available in capacities
from 5,000 to 125,000 litres, FuelBank
tanks can be factory fitted and with a range
of pumps, fuel management and fuel
polishing equipment to suit the
requirements of most clients.

Generators and aviation
The upsurge in data processing and power
back-up providers has also seen a keen
demand for tanks to store fuel for the

generators needed to keep these facilities
operating potentially 24/7, all year-round.
Again, Cookson & Zinn have a selection
of offerings that are well suited to this
market segment.
Over recent years, CZ have enjoyed an
increased presence within the aviation
fuels market, where their commitment to
quality and high engineering standards is
recognised and required. They are
delighted to have secured contracts to
supply bulk storage tanks for a number of
high-profile blue chip projects as well as
some up-coming fuel farm expansions at
major regional airports. The general
aviation market is also well catered for
as well with a number of tanks finding
themselves on smaller airfields around
the country.
None of the above could be achieved
without ongoing commitment to provide
their talented engineering department with
the latest technology in CAD / 3D
modelling software, enabling them to stay
ahead of the game in an ever-changing and
challenging environment.
For more details on CZ products visit
www.czltd.com or call 01473 825 200.
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Reliable expertise for
all your environmental
service needs.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tank and vessel cleaning
Interceptor cleaning
24 hour emergency spill response
Fuel uplift & transfers
Grade changes
Fuel recycling

•
•
•
•
•
•

High pressure jetting
Foam filling
Tank decommissioning and removal
Water filling and dewatering
Waste management
Forecourt maintenance

For more information about Ancorra Environmental Services

FS 597420

EMS 597423

OHS 599893

ancorraenvironmental.co.uk

0151 546 3012
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Out with the old : in with the new
DP Fuel Tank Services (DP-FTS) and Fuel Hygiene Solutions (FHS) successfully collaborated recently on the
replacement of an old petrol pump, thereby making the underground storage tank fit for re-use.

Western Global produce their first compact fuelling station
Western Global has provided fuel storage
solutions for over 50 years. Famous
around the world for their market leading
TransCube model, Western have typically
been serving the construction, power
generation and rental markets, for on-site
plant refuelling and generator feeding;
still the core business function. However,
with a growing team of dedicated
engineers alongside a new team of project
managers, new projects in new markets
are becoming an everyday occurrence.
Dubai’s first compact fuelling station
The newest project for Western is the first
compact fuelling station situated in Dubai.
As demand in Dubai for new residential
communities is on the rise, the demand for
fuel is expected to increase. Typically,
consumers need to drive into the larger
cities to refuel their vehicles.

Out with the old

There seemed a real need for a new
fuelling solution, which could be installed
in residential communities. As an official
sub-contractor, Western’s in-house
engineering team worked closely with the
customer to equip the fuel station with an
above ground and double-walled 30,000

Before installing a brand-new pump with DP & FHS livery, the
old pump was in a uniquely good condition for a 1960’s
dispenser, which had spent its life on a country home estate
serving the working farm. The Tokheim pump has now been

In with the new

carefully transported to a renovation company in Devon, where

1950’s Hardoll pump

www.western-global.com

litre fuel storage tank, capable of refuelling
400 vehicles per day.
As the structure of the tank is a shipping
container, the unit is perfectly designed for
easy manoeuvrability to new locations. The
tank was built with the environment and
security in mind, as it features a lockable
roller shutter door to protect assets, and a
built-in bund, eliminating the need for
secondary containment.

Easy to use fuelling solution
The Enoc Compact Station is Dubai’s first
solar panelled compact petrol station. It is
designed as a kiosk format, including a place
for a vending machine and an office for
onsite personnel. It is a simple and easy to
use fuelling solution for residents.
2019 has already brought Western Global
new projects in new markets, and there are
some exciting new solutions coming soon.

it will be brought back to its fully restored glory. DP currently
have two vintage restored petrol pumps; a 1920’s hand crank
Godwin in Cleveland Discoll livery and a 1950’s Avery Hardoll in
Gulf livery. Nigel Plumb, Director said;
“Our fully restored petrol pumps are a great reminder of the
rich petroleum history in the UK”.

Informat io
Addit ional

Back on the farm

n:

DP carefully removed the Tokheim pump; nitrogen gas inerted
the underground fuel storage tank, manually cleaned and
gas-freed the tank internally, and carried out ultrasonic testing
to ensure the future integrity of the tank. Then FHS joined the
project to relocate the dispenser, freeing up valuable space,
and installing a full ATEX approved pump along with industry
certified Smartflex pipework. Our brand new dispenser was
ready for use.
Our senior engineer on this project stated;
“It was great to see vintage installations being brought into the
21st century and people recognising the importance of
updating and fully maintaining their fuel systems to increase
longevity of use”.
By working together, both DP FTS and FHS offer a full spectrum
of tank services. From fuel analysis, fuel polishing, tank
cleaning and tank integrity testing to decommissioning and new
installations.
www.dptanks.co.uk
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The high-tech profitable fuelling solution
OTS Group Ltd’s patented MultiServ
StationTM complete fuelling solutions
are proving a popular and profitable
investment for leading fuel distribution
businesses. These bespoke, modular,
unmanned 24/7 commercial filling
stations incorporate fast fuelling pumps
with the ability to fill up to four vehicles
simultaneously. They are capable of
dispensing multiple fuels (up to 100,000
litres per day) at speeds of up to 120 litres
per minute.
The MultiServ StationTM tanks are typically
sold in pairs and provide 250,000 litres of
multi-product storage, including derv, gas
oil, AdBlue®, water and lubricants.
Functioning in a similar fashion to
conventional unmanned truck stops, the
system draws on top-of-the-range
technologies such as the Gilbarco SK700
and the Tokheim Q510 high flow fuel
dispensing pumps
Innovation
Previously Shortlisted for an APEA
innovation award, its impressive design
combines state-of-the-art fuel dispensing
with interactive fuel filtration, high-tech
remote environmental monitoring and
built-in data collection. The specialist
engineering team at OTS Group has made a
significant investment in the design of the
MultiServ StationTM to create a retail
forecourt experience when refuelling large
commercial HGV trucks. Each tank has an
automated electronic transaction set up for
national fuel cards, with options for ‘pay at
the pump’ terminals for credit, debit and
fuel cards.
In keeping with OTS Group’s collaborative
approach with its customers, the tanks are
designed bespoke to meet the different
build needs of the individual customer and
business. Part of this process includes
undergoing stringent design and safety
checks to ensure highest operational and
environmental compliance, and each one
comes with a 20-year design life certificate.
The patented design features some unique
and innovative aspects. The tanks contain
integrated service rooms, which provide
forecourt-style fuel dispensing, alongside
additional service rooms for electrical
equipment and separated fill points. The
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FUELVAC® HAS BEEN INDEPENDENTLY TESTED AND CERTIFIED TO EN13160-7:2016 BY TUV NORD

C

M

Fuelvac® is supported by the technical expertise of
AkzoNobel, one of the largest coating manufacturers
in the World.

Y

CM

MY

CY

We don’t believe Fuelvac® can be beaten on the speed
of installation, the system can be quickly installed to
your existing tanks with minimum disruption to service.
Reducing potential losses of income and customers.

CMY

K

FUELVAC® USES SOLVENT FREE COATINGS AND NON-HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS THROUGHOUT, MEANING INSTALL IS FAST AND SAFE!
For more information please visit: www.abfad.co.uk

tank packs also have triple lock
environmental protection with remote alarm
monitoring via cloud-based software.
Essential to the success of the MultiServ
StationTM is the alarm management system,
and the latest technology in remote
environmental monitoring, both of fuel
stocks and fuel quality, with on-board
interactive fuel filtration systems optimising
tank and fuel quality. Multiple sensing
devices check and measure every aspect of
fuel levels and quality, such as stock levels,
sudden loss, and tank cleanliness, linked to
the alarm management system, monitored
via the internet and emails/SMS alerts.
The fully integrated equipment design
means that the tank and equipment can be
installed above ground without the need for
expensive groundworks. Preferred by the
Environment Agency, this style of
installation prevents leaks from
underground tanks, protecting the
surrounding land and bedrock from
contamination. It also makes the OTS
MultiServ StationTM transportable and
easy to install.

fuelling pumps taking four trucks at once
resulting in less queuing at truck stops,
coupled with the advanced technology
giving exceptional monitoring capabilities,
it is easy to see why.”

Email: info@abfad.co.uk
Tel. No: 0191 543 7166

MultiServ StationTM features include:

Fuel Hygiene
Solutions

• Multi-fuel storage including derv, gas oil,
AdBlue®, water, lubricants etc
• Air compressor option for tyre inflating
• Generator option for power cuts, isolated
sites or electric vehicle charging
• Transportable

Your Fuel Hygiene Partner

• Totally secure

“We are committed to providing the ultimate
service and response for our customers”

• Easy to install

• Fuel polishing

• Tank services

• Fully accountable fuel management
systems

• Fuel testing & reports

• Pump repairs

• Tank maintenance

• Compliancy surveys

• Range of pump options

•G
 auge installation
& repairs

• Tank & pipework
testing

• Hose reel delivery up to 8m for easy
fuelling
• Double-sided fuelling option
• Compact footprint

Steve Gain, Managing Director,
OTS Group adds;

• Optional perspex weather hood over
delivery point

“We hear time and again from customers
that they have seen a positive impact on
their business following the installation of
our MultiServ StationTM, sometimes as
much as 40 percent growth. With the fast

• Choice of colours

• Callouts

Working in partnership with DP Fuel Tank Services
Call : 01737 860 004 : info@fuelhs.co.uk

www.fuelhs.co.uk

• 20 year design life expectancy on tanks
For more information: 01386 853409 or
www.oiltanksupplies.co.uk
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A solvent-free, double skin, tank lining system
From PEIMF member, Abfad
One of our clients required one of their
forecourts in the North West to have
a solvent- free, double skin tank lining
system installed on seven of their
underground tanks. They were storing
diesel, unleaded petrol and super
unleaded, with several having a split dome.
The first part of any lining install is to set-up
and site any required equipment and plant
for the project. Tanks should also be
cleaned and degassed to ensure a safe, gas
free working environment; with checks done
to confirm zero LEL readings in the tank.
The tanks are grit blasted to SA2.5 standard
with copper slag to remove any internal
corrosion, and to create a profile on the
surface of the steel to aid coating adhesion.
A profile of at least 75 microns will provide
excellent adhesion of the solvent free
coatings to the steel of the tank.
First solvent free coating application

The interstitial space should be
constructed from materials that are able to
maintain an open flow of air or fluids even
when compressed. Any compression of the
materials will result in parts of the storage
tank unable to be monitored. To comply
with the European Double Skin Lining
Standard specification (BS EN 13160-7)
the interstice needs to be around the
whole of the tank continuously.
A vacuum is pulled through the interstitial
space, which is what allows for 24/7
continuous monitoring of the storage
tank's integrity. Should a breach to the
tank occur, either internally or externally,
then the vacuum pressure will be lost
within the interstitial space causing the
monitoring system to enter alarm mode,
notifying the client within minutes.
Finishing the double skin

Heated plural component spray
machine set up on site
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The double skin liner installation inside of
the storage tank is finished by applying the
final solvent free coat. Again, this is spray

Inspections are carried out on the final
coating before commissioning. Because of
the nature of the solvent free coatings, no
fume extraction is required, and inspection
can generally start the following day.

Check Out Our Brand

24/7 inspection free monitoring

• Over 30 New Products across 200+ pages •

The vacuum within the interstitial space is
monitored by a pressure transducer valve.
This is installed in the tank chamber and
routed back to a monitoring unit which, on
this occasion, was located in the on-site
shop. The monitoring unit gives a display of
the vacuum pressure for each double skin
lined tank. If the vacuum pressure drops
below -350 mbars the system will enter
alarm mode and the monitoring unit will
give an audible alert. Our client then has
time to investigate the alarm and possible
breach, with time to act before the problem
becomes more serious.
Having the Fuelvac® double skin lining
system installed in the storage tanks on
this site gives our client protection from
internal corrosion, tank content loss, and
ensures the storage tanks are under
continual Class 1 monitoring.

Nozzles, Hoses,
Reels & Couplings
Hand Pumps

New Catalogue!

Lubrication &
Workshop Equipment
Drum & IBC
Equipment
Filtration & Fuel
Conditioning
Flow Meters

Powered Pumps

Fuel Management
Electric Vehicle
Charging

Signs & Labels
Sealants, Tools
& Absorbents

A COPY
MID APPROVED

+44 (0) 1279 815 600

FOR RESALE

Stainless Steel
Hose Reels

Distributor Catalogue & Price List - Live From April 2019

REQUEST

Re-Circulation /
Fuel Conditioner Kit

HRONH.SSHE1

FUEL & LUBRICATION
EQUIPMENT

Heating Oil, Fuel Tank
& Tanker Equipment

Forecourt Construction
Equipment

RKDT
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1

On top of the single skin coating, a series
of materials are installed to create the
interstice of the double skin liner.
An interstice, or interstitial space, is a
space that intervenes between two objects
or structures.

April 2019

This is computer operated, which
guarantees that the solvent free paint is
heated, mixed, sprayed and cannot go off
ratio throughout the coating application.
If an anomaly were to occur, the machine

Installing non-hazardous materials

applied with a plural component heated
spray machine to achieve 100%
specification. Because the double skin
system uses solvent free coatings
throughout a higher level of thickness can
be achieved, making the solvent free
coating a one coat application.

DISTRIBUTOR CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST

The solvent-free coating is generally spray
applied at around 500 – 1000 microns
nominal thickness, with the use of a plural
component heated spray machine.

would shut down; giving confidence to
clients that the coating has been applied at
100% specification every time.

FUEL & LUBRICATION EQUIPMENT

Once blasted, grit and debris are removed
from the tank and a close visual inspection
of the tank walls is carried out to inspect
for any corrosion damage. Random steel
thickness tests are also carried out with a
UT gauge to determine how much steel
thickness is left. If the thickness remaining
is acceptable, the first solvent free coating
layer is sprayed, creating a single skin,
completely encapsulating the steel. This
initial single skin protects the steel in the
instance of an internal breach.

Underground storage tank dome end coated with solvent-free epoxy resin – single skin

ALPHA/70WA

Resale (MID)
Diesel/Petrol Pump

ABPDS

AdBlue Dispenser
®

newcat@hytekgb.com

www.hytekgb.com

www.abfad.co.uk
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Another major job for Pennine Pump & Tank
At Yearsley Logistics’ £65million Superhub
Distribution Centre, the refuelling facilities
went live at the end of last year, when the
gated forecourt was completed. The brand
new forecourt features:

Around the world in 80 pumps
A few to go - can you help?

Left: the team
from Ancorra
Environmental
carrying out a
forecourt
inspection in
Mustique!

• 5 x FuelQuip ATEX Alpha high speed
fuel pumps
• 4 x GreenChem AdBlue dispensers,
• 3 x Jigsaw fuel management terminals
• 1 x Adblue storage tank
• 3 x 50,000 Ltr underground fuel
storage tanks
Industry experts Pennine Pump & Tank Co.
have worked in partnership with Yearsley
Group Ltd for many years and in 2016
installed the refuelling facilities at the
£15million Superhub in Newark. As trusted
contractors and preferred suppliers to
Yearsley’s, Pennine were therefore the
natural choice to entrust the completion of
their latest turnkey development project at
the Peterborough site.
Working with architects
Pennine Pump & Tank consultants were
heavily involved with the design of the
refuelling facilities site, and worked closely
with the site architects to construct the
best possible design. Once plans were
finalised and confirmed, work began on the
turnkey project with ground works being
excavated to accommodate three 50,000
litre Cookson & Zinn underground fuel
storage tanks and subsequent pipelines.

Once the tanks and subsequent pipe work
were in place, the area was filled in and the
civil works on the forecourt commenced.
The concrete mix was poured and the new
forecourt began to take shape.
Three fuel management terminals, five
high speed fuel pumps and four AdBlue
dispensers in total were installed on the
new fuel islands and positioned
accordingly for an efficient and streamlined
refuelling process. Pipe work for an extra
two pumps and one extra terminal were
also put down to allow for the sites future
expansion phases and to easily
accommodate an increased traffic if
necessary.
The Jigsaw system is installed at twelve
other Yearsley depots and so will provide

continuity for both drivers and users of the
management software.
Steve Preston, Managing Director,
Pennine Pump & Tank Co. had the
pleasure of commissioning the installation
and commented;-

Above: our rovin’ reporter, the
ever-intrepid Jeff Young, came
across this old Tokhiem pump in
Spain. It was made in Fort Wayne
USA in the forties.

“We have maintained the refuelling
equipment for Yearsleys since 1998 and
are extremely proud to have been a part of
their incredible journey for the past 20
years. I am once again delighted to have
been involved with the construction of yet
another Yearsley Super Hub development
– It has been a huge success. We look
forward to continuing to offer our support
and working together on future projects
and developments.”
The Peterborough depot, known as
SuperHub South, is located within minutes
of the A1, and has superb transport links
to all major ports and the south, making
Gateway Peterborough one of the most
well-connected distribution sites in the UK.
Delivering in excess of 12,000 pallets per
day and 2.5 million pallets annually to over
4,500 different food service locations
throughout the UK, it is critical that
Yearsley Group operates a well run fleet of
vehicles in order meet the demands of
their ever increasing market.
Operating from 12 other sites, Yearsley
Group logistics depots include Superhubs
at Heywood and Birmingham. Pennine
Pump & Tank Co. provides service and
maintenance to the refuelling equipment
at all of these sites to ensure that
Yearsley’s infrastructure of over 300
vehicles fuel up smoothly and efficiently.
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Right:
Mario from
Westfield;
working hard
on New Zealand
South Island.

Left: this Gilbarco
euroline was
snapped in Malta
by our intrepid
reporter, Jeff
Young. The end
unit is pumping
100% olive oil,
sold as BIO
DIESEL. This ideal
is for use in
commercial
vehicles (and also
very good for
cooking chips……)

Jennie Riding came across this gem on the frozen
plains of Iceland.

Above: and even our editor snapped
this in sunny Iceland himself.
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New 2019 fuel and lubrication
equipment catalogue from Hytek
Fuel and lubrication equipment specialist
Hytek continue to innovate, with over
30 new products featured in their new
product catalogue – featured at the back
of each section.

The new catalogue goes live in April,
replacing the January 2018 version;
and will be available in both printed
and digital versions:
• T he ‘distributor’ printed or digital version
shows list and trade prices
• The ‘retail’ printed or digital version
specifically for trade counters shows list
prices only. With space for the
distributor’s logo and contact details,
no Hytek contact details will appear
in this version

MID APPROVED

The prototype image will initially be piloted
on JET’s company-owned sites before a
further trial at a number of JET’s
independently-owned sites later this year.

Mary Wolf, Managing Director UK Marketing
at Phillips 66 Limited, comments:
“We are proud of JET’s UK heritage, and
we are dedicated to remaining a strong,
reliable brand that is competitive in the

market. We’ve listened to the consumer,
and to our dealers and have developed a
new image that is modern and inviting, and
provides a safe, friendly, clean
environment for consumers."

FOR RESALE

New OPW website
Designed for elegant user experience

• T he ‘branded’ digital version - created
with the distributor’s logo and contact
information and doesn’t feature any
Hytek contact information, or pricing.

The ALPHA pump range now has MID
certified variants, allowing them to be used
for resale. The introduction of new day tank
controllers and fuel recirculation kits
boosts the already extensive range of fuel
care systems.

suitable for use in applications where there
is a requirement for guaranteed delivery
measurement accuracy such as in local
council installations; where fuel needs to
be precisely costed across different
departments, or in situations where fuel is
directly resold. MID approved fuel control
systems are also available.

ALPHA MID certified for resale

All this and more…

The Alpha pump range now includes
versions approved for the resale of fuel in
the commercial market. In accordance with
the Measuring Instruments Directive (MID)
2014/32/EU, enhanced variants of the
existing Alpha models have undergone
rigorous certification testing at the National
Measuring Office and are now approved for
the resale of fuel throughout Europe. The
new MID approved Alpha models now
available include ATEX certified diesel and
petrol versions. These new pumps are

The Hytek engineered product range has
grown to include; the AdBlue® pedestal
dispenser, a new fill point cabinet with
tempered glass window, AdBlue® misfiling
nozzles and stainless-steel hose reels.
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Demonstrating its long-term
commitment to the UK fuel
retail market, JET has unveiled
a new image prototype at
JET Abbeyside in Selby, North
Yorkshire, one of the fuel brand’s
new company-owned sites.
The new design has been developed in
response to dealer and consumer
feedback. It incorporates an array of
improvements, including an angled canopy
with additional LED lighting, clearer
signage, branded premium fuels and an
innovative pole sign with clear pricing of all
products. Overall the new image creates a
welcoming environment and offers a
refreshed contemporary look that is still
distinctively JET.

Log in to your online account to receive a
discount on carriage charges and a lower
free carriage threshold. The website now
features a faster, more accurate search
engine as well as 24/7 ordering.

Key new products

JET unveils new image prototype

Did you know?
Hytek can deliver products direct to site
or to customers, under a plain wrap
without any Hytek branding. A plain
dispatch note showing your details and
your customer’s details is generated

automatically. Your delivery note or
business card can be included if required.
It’s easy to set up; just note clearly on your
purchase order the delivery address, site
contact, phone number, and mark on the
order “Please deliver under plain wrapper.”
All orders placed before 4pm are shipped
the same day on a next day delivery service
as standard (UK mainland addresses only).
Timed and even same day deliveries are
available at an extra cost.

OPW, a Dover company and a global leader in fluid-handling solutions,
is pleased to announce the launch of the new opwglobal.com. The new
website embodies OPW’s commitment to Defining What’s Next across
the globe with fluid-handling solutions.
Keith Moye, VP Global Marketing & Business Development says;
“The new OPW website was designed from start to finish with our
customers in mind. To provide visitors with a more customer-friendly,
ease-of-use experience and a wealth of valuable information about
OPW products. Not only does the new website help to strengthen our
digital presence, but it will also serves as the content hub for our
diverse consumer base across all market segments.”
The enhanced design introduces a series of helpful features and
includes an expansive resource library complete with technical guides
and training videos.
Additional features of the updated website include:

Hytek only supply the trade.
For a copy of their new product
catalogue email
newcat@hytekgb.com or for
information on opening an
account, please call
01279 815 600.

• Improved navigation featuring a more intuitive
menu system
• Improved search to allow you to more easily
search by content, and the ability to filter,
narrow down and refine results
• Cleaner layout to emphasize key content
• New branding and design
Experience the new website today at opwglobal.com.
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Directory of PEIMF members
A & G Group Ltd
01579 344503
www.aggroupltd.co.uk
Electrical and tank testing, supply
installation and servicing of pumps
A & R Pavelin Transport Ltd
01268 270470
Distribution & collection of pumps and
forecourt equipment
AbFad Ltd
0191 543 7166
www.abfad.co.uk
Tank linings, leak detection, rope access
Adler & Allan Ltd
01992 657400
www.adlerandallan.co.uk
Tank cleaning & lining, VR testing, fuel
polishing, sampling & analysis. Spill response
Aidan Strain Electrical Engineering Ltd
02830 888861
www.aseeltd.com
Electrical & mechanical generator
installation contractors
Air Fuel Systems
01268 928827
www.airfuelsystems.com
Systems to preserve aviation fuel
Air-Serv
01942 722333
www.air-serv.co.uk
Air lines, jetwash, vacuums,
servicing, chemicals
Alliance Inspection
01244 952531
www.allianceinspection.co.uk
NDT & asset integrity inspections
AMGS Electrical Ltd
0117 967 6500
www.amgselectrical.co.uk
Electrical contractors specialised in
petrol filling stations
Ancorra Environmental
Services Ltd
0151 546 3012
www.ancorraenvironmental.co.uk
Forecourt maintenance, tank & vessel
cleaning, foam injection
Andel Ltd
01484 845000
www.andel.co.uk
Pollution control, tank & fuel maintenance
Andrew Simpson Electrical Services
01772 616826
www.andrewsimpsonelectrical.co.uk
Electrical contracting, maintenance on
hazardous areas
Arnold Diggle & Co
01229 582769
www.arnolddiggleandco.co.uk
Tank cleaning, oil depot decommissioning/
demolition & remediation

Baltor Systems
02890 603232
www.baltor.co.uk
Design, supply and installation of fuel
equipment
Berrys Technologies Ltd
0121 558 4411
www.berrys.com
MIDAS, OPUS, pump spares, pipework,
tank lid assembly, forecourt equipment
Broham Forecourt Developments Ltd
www.broham.co.uk
01206 210 455
Specialist principal contractors in retail
forecourt & commercial fuel installation
Bulk Meter Services Ltd
01233 740134
www.bms-ltd.com
Supply, install & service bulk meters &
registers for fuelling applications
C P Installations Ltd
01702 544442
www.cp-installations.co.uk
Tank & pipework specialists, electrical
services, site maintenance, decommissioning
Cameron Forecourt Ltd
01226 742441
www.cameron-forecourt.co.uk
Supply, install & maintain commercial &
retail tanks & fuel management systems
Centaur Fuel Management Ltd
0870 757 6323
www.centauronline.co.uk
Installers of fuel pumps, tanks
& fuel management equipment
Centre Tank Services
0121 351 4442
www.centretank.com
Fuel dispensing, storage tank and AdBlue
equipment, Piusi products and Husky nozzles
CFG Nationwide Ltd
01594 826364
www.cfgnationwide.com
Experts in forecourt engineering, branding
and signage
Commercial Fuel Solutions Ltd
02380 231007
www.commercialfuelsolutions.co.uk
DSEAR specialist in fuel storage & handling
systems, bulk metering, fuel management,
spill control, AdBlue
Cookson & Zinn (PTL) Ltd
01473 825200
www.czltd.com
Above & below ground fuel storage tanks
and pressure vessels
County Pumps Ltd
01295 780746
www.countypumps.co.uk
Installation repair and service of fuel
systems, pumps & fuel monitoring systems
D & S Forecourt Services
01463 715324
Pumps, tanks, pipes installation
& maintenance

DCD Direct
01902 605405
www.dcddirect.co.uk
Commercial fuel pumps & accessories,
tanks, fuel management spares
DM Petroleum Services Ltd
01462 480824
Pump and Pipework Installations,
line testing
DMCS Ltd
01244 289161
www.dmcslimited.co.uk
Calibration of bulk liquid storage vessels
Dover Fueling Solutions
01695 52175
Tailored fuel management solutions for
independent retailers, hypermarket chains
and multinational oil companies.
DP Fuel Tank Services
01737 767524
www.dptanks.co.uk
Tank cleaning, decommissioning,
lining, maintenance, fuel conditioning
& polishing
Durapipe UK
01543 279909
www.plxpipe.co.uk
Manufacturer of plastic pipework systems
D R Forecourt Services Ltd
01691 610733
Installation of all equipment on
petroleum/dispensing stations
E & S Environmental Services Ltd
01993 852419
www.eandsgroup.co.uk
Tank cleaning & testing, site maintenance,
fuel services
EdgePetrol Ltd
0203 865 8689
www.edgepetrol.com
Software start-up providing real-time
visibility to petrol retailers
Elaflex Ltd
01992 452950
www.elaflex.com
Forecourt dispenser nozzles & accessories
Equipe Environmental
01744 731462
www.equipeenvironmental.co.uk
Supply, install & test tanks, gauges,
covers, pipeworks, pump spares
ETTS
01437 532511
www.etts.co.uk
Electrical installations, maintenance
and testing
Eurotank Service Group
0800 311 2149
www.eurotank.eu.com
A group of forecourt engineering service
companies

Falcon Fuel Engineering Ltd
02838 842639
www.falconfe.com
Retail and commercial fuelling installation
and maintenance

Hazardous Area Technical Training
07484 517059
www.hatt.uk.com
H&S training & advisors, SPA passports,
IOSH & confined space training

Fleetsolve Ltd
0151 353 2870
www.fleetsolve.com
Biofuel combined heat & power systems

L.I.S (North Western) Ltd
01942 722244
www.lisgroup.co.uk
Tank cleaning, product transfer,
tank removal, interceptor cleaning

Htec Ltd
02380 689200
www.htec.co.uk
Epos, payment & loyalty solutions,
back office, head office, installation
& maintenance

LS Forecourts Ltd
07921 392577
www.lsforecourts.co.uk
Pumps, pipes, tanks, gauges, sales,
service, installation and repair

Forecourt Installation & Maintenance
028 3885 1491
Pumps & equipment service & installation
Forecourt Installation Services Ltd
01226 753160
www.forecourtinstallationservices.co.uk
Installation and maintenance of fuel pumps,
storage tanks, gauges and pipework
Franklin Fueling Systems
01473 243300
www.franklinfueling.com
Pipework, containment, fuel management
systems, submersible pumps
Fuelcom
02890 410655
www.fuelcom.com
Install & maintain pumps, pipework, tanks
& gauges. Plus risk assessment in Ireland
FuelMii
07917 644599
Fleet mobile refueling service
Fuel Proof Ltd
01524 850685
www.fuelproof.co.uk
Bunded fuel tanks, diesel bowsers
FuelQuip Ltd
0845 838 1048
www.fuelquip.net
Suppliers of fuel management,
pumps, tanks, gauges & alarms
Fuellink Systems
01698 841888
www.fuellinksystems.com
Manufacturers of commercial fuel
management systems
Gilbarco Veeder-Root
01268 533090
www.gilbarco.com/eu
Pumps, commercial and AdBlue dispensers,
gauges, POS, OPT, service & maintenance
Global-MSI
01302 361558
www.global-msi.com
Forecourt structures, canopies & signware
installations supply & repair
Greenchem Solutions Ltd
07793 258876
www.greenchem-adblue.com
AdBlue and AdBlue tank manufacturer
GripHero Ltd
01752 875640
www.griphero.com
Design, manufacture and supply dispensers
of disposable hand protection on forecourts
GT Forecourt Solutions Ltd
01268 780109
enquiries@gtforecourt.com
Forecourt maintenance, construction,
pipework installation

Hytek (GB) Ltd
01279 815600
www.hytekgb.com
Fuel dispensing & management,
lubrication products
Ideal Tanks & Pumps Ltd
01604 843359
admin@idealtanksandpumps.co.uk
Supply, maintenance & installation of tanks,
pipes. Tank cleaning & decommissioning

Mantec Systems Ltd
0191 280 4015
www.mantecsystems.com
Additives to protect, clean and maintain fuel
MDM Services (Cardiff) Ltd
01633 277277
www.mdmservices.co.uk
Installation and maintenance of forecourt
and commercial fuel products

Industrial Services
01334 838793
www.fuelworking.co.uk
Fuel equipment supply service & maintenance

Merridale Ltd
01902 870037
www.merridale.co.uk
Fuel management systems for commercial
diesel supplies

Istobal UK Ltd
01299 826967
www.istobal.co.uk
Install, maintain & repair forecourt
valeting equipment

Merkland Tank
0141 440 6130
www.merklandtank.co.uk
Storage Tank Cleaning and Maintenance
Services throughout the UK

Jackaman Ins Services
01474 557427
www.jackamaninsurance.co.uk
Specialist insurance services to the
petroleum industry

Nanovapor
07854 195162
www.nanovapor.com
Degassing fuel storage tanks

James Blake & Co (Engineers) Ltd
0131 554 1646
www.blakegroup.co.uk
Storage tank manufacturers & steel
fabrications
J W Hinchliffe (Tanks) Ltd
0113 263 5163
www.jwhtanks.co.uk
Tank cleaning, removal and disposal services
Kidderminster Petroleum Services Ltd
01562 861636
www.kidderminsterpetroleumservices.com
Petrol forecourt Installation, maintenance
& service
LCM Environmental Ltd
01884 841387
www.lcmenvironmental.com
Tank care, environmental services,
decommissioning and remediation
Ledbury Welding &
Engineering Ltd
01531 632222
www.lweltd.co.uk
Bunded tank manufacturers,
SuperVault modular filling station
Lees Industrial Services Ltd
01508 471600
www.leesindustrialservices.co.uk
Tank decommissioning, BritFoam &
fuel disposal

Northern Pump Distributors
01924 275318
www.npd.uk.com
Forecourt installations & associated services
North West Pumps Ltd
07535 483826
Repair & installation of fuel pumps,
POS and tank gauge equipment
Nupi Industrie Italien S.p.A
07736 751161
www.nupigeco.com
“Smartflex” complete multi-layer pipe system
OAMPS Hazardous Industries
01372 869700
www.ohes.co.uk
Specialist insurers for the petroleum industry
O’Connell Site Services
0151 546 9888
Tank installation, demolition,
decommissioning, pump calibration
Octane Holding Group
0113 201 2460
www.octane.uk.com
Pumps, tanks, environmental and
technical services
Oil Tank Supplies Ltd
01386 853409
www.oiltanksupplies.com
Fuel storage systems including hire and
industrial tanks
continued on page 50
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continued from page 49

O.L.E UK Ltd
01243 267930
www.oleuk.com
Manufacturers of tank gauges, pump
controllers, alarms probes and monitors
On The Level
0780 0731489
www.ontheleveluk.co.uk
Installation & service of tank gauges, DCDs
and associated equipment
OPW
01756 799773
www.opwglobal.com
Manhole covers, underground enclosures,
tank & dispenser sumps
Panks Engineers (Castle Hill) Ltd
01603 620294
www.panks.co.uk
Water specialists, dirty water, bore hole
drilling, treatment and installations
Pennine Pump & Tank Company
01254 679099
www.penninepump.co.uk
Pumps, fuel management systems, tank,
pipe and electrical testing
Petroassist
0131 440 5810
www.petroassist.uk
Fuel dispensers and forecourt technologies
Petrol Sign UK Ltd
01302 346968
www.petrol-signuk.com
Supply & install brand signage, sister
company to Global MSI
Petrotec
01442 219733
www.petrotec.uk
Distribution of fuel dispensers, car wash
equipment, fleet management systems
PFS fueltec
01376 535260
www.pfsfueltec.com
Specialist suppliers of fuel equipment to
contractors owners/operators
Power Post Ltd
0800 085 6746
Petrol pump services and suppliers
Prime Fuelling Systems Ltd
01492 622664
www.primefuelling.com
Supply installation and maintenance of
forecourt equipment
Protego UK Ltd
01543 420660
www.protego.com
Safety valves and tank accessories
Pump & Tank Services Ltd
01709 379762
www.pumpandtankservices.co.uk
Installation maintenance and
decommissioning of fuel storage &
dispensing facilities
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Pumptronics Ltd
01692 500640
www.pumptronics.co.uk
Design & manufacture of forecourt and
commercial fuel pumps
Pumpwatch Ltd
00353 458 92155
www.pumpwatch.ie
Carbon fibre test measures for checking
the accuracy of fuel dispensers
Risbridger
0845 644 2323
www.risbridger.com
Forecourt products to protect the
environment and make forecourts safer
R M Pumps (Cumbria) Ltd
01768 892444
Forecourt maintenance, installation,
decommissioning & servicing
Safefill
01782 414526
www.safefill.co.uk
Suppliers of refillable LPG cylinders
Scotia Forecourt Services Ltd
01382 828576
www.scotiaforecourt.com
Manufacturing, refurbishing, and servicing
forecourt valeting equipment
South Midland Installation Ltd
01296 422039
www.smiltd.com
Design & build tank and pipe installations,
pipelines, decommissioning
STA Technical Ltd
0203 004 9326
www.statechnical.com
Bespoke engineering specialists for the
forecourt industry
Suresite Group Ltd
01772 790901
www.suresite.co.uk
Providing health and safety (risk
assessments and compliance audits) card
processing, training & wetstock services
T.P.I (Ireland) Ltd
0771 5207168
www.tpi-ni.co.uk
Pump & tank installations, tank / pipeline
testing, decommissioning and maintenance
Tankcare Ltd
01386 842891
www.fuelquality.co.uk
Fuel quality sampling and testing specialists
Tanks & Pipework Ltd
01474 855587
www.fassuk.com
Tank / interceptor cleaning, inspection,
relining. Fuel polishing, uplifts, transfers
The Petrol Tank Company Ltd
01283 820213
www.thepetroltankcompany.co.uk
Manufacture small above ground petrol tanks
The Premier Group of Companies
01442 872296
www.premiergroup.org.uk
Supply installation & maintenance of fuel
storage and dispensing equipment

TLM Technologies
0845 180 0242
www.tlmtechnologies.co.uk
Critical support services, EPOS &
technology solutions
Toureen Contractors Ltd
0208 424 7999
www.toureenmangan.co.uk
Specialist industrial & petroleum
groundwork services

The annual PEIMF event

Transflo Instruments Ltd
0844 257 8181
www.transflo.co.uk
Fleet fuel management systems,
including pumps, gauges and software

The old joke goes “I went on
this once-in-a-lifetime holiday –
never again!”

TSG
01382 361300
www.tsg-solutions.com/uk
Tokheim equipment, Karcher valeting,
EV charge stations
The Triscan Group
0845 225 3100
www.triscansystems.com
Onsite commercial fuel management
solutions, including tanks, pumps, gauges
& software
United Pipework Services Ltd
01922 722737
www.united-pipework-specialists.co.uk
Forecourt construction & pipework services
Vectec Ltd
01296 624548
www.vectec.co.uk
Diesel fuel dispensing, storage & management
Wales & West Services
01446 736900
www.wales-and-west.co.uk
Supply, installation, maintenance of fuel
dispensing equipment. Contract service work

BUT... following last year’s
amazingly successful couple
of days, we are returning to
The Derbyshire Hotel
(M1 Junction 28).
So, we found ourselves in the same boat.
Following our 25th anniversary celebration
in 2018, how could we possibly emulate it?
After much head scratching and naval
contemplating, we came to the conclusion
“If it ain’t broke – don’t fix it!”
Everyone had such a fun karting
afternoon last autumn, followed by a
great dinner and excellent educational
meeting; we’ve decided to do it all again.
The AGM on Thursday morning concludes
the administrative business for the year
and establishes our management
committee for the next twelve months.
After another networking break,
we introduce technical presentations
from our guest speakers.

Western Global Ltd
01454 227277
www.western-global.com
Manufacturers of static and transportable
above ground storage tanks

The following organisations have now
ceased to be members of the PEIMF:
ITCL Ltd, Forecourt Maintenance Services
and Pump & Pipework Services.

Karting in the afternoon
‘The PEIMF Challenge’
with 10 sponsored teams
followed by;
FREE PEIMF members’ dinner

9.30

Annual General Meeting

11.00	‘Working Together’ meeting:
Including educational
presentations and member
networking.
1.00pm Lunch

Worcester Petroleum Services Ltd
01905 620053
Forecourt, commercial, marine, petroleum
installations and servicing

No longer PEIMF members

Wednesday 27th November

Thursday 28th November

Westfield Services (UK) Ltd
01924 477324
www.westfieldservicesuk.com
Contractors for pumps, pipework, electrical
and building work

Yara UK Ltd
01472 889250
www.yara.co.uk
Suppliers of the Air1 AdBlue Solutions

Nov 27th -28th 2019

To come along; contact

The 2019 PEIMF
Challenge

David Honeyman on
01474 321999
or david@peimf.com
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